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Abstract: Ideally, to achieve optimal production in agriculture, crop stress needs to be measured in real鄄
time, and plant inputs managed in response. However, many important physiological responses like
photosynthesis are difficult to measure, and current trade鄄offs between cost, robustness, and spatial
measurement capacity of available plant sensors may prevent practical in鄄field application of most current
sensing techniques. This paper investigates a novel application of laser speckle imaging of a plant leaf as
a sensor with an aim, ultimately, to detect indicators of crop stress: changes to the dynamic properties of
leaf topography on the scale of the wavelength of laser light. In our previous published work, an initial
prototype of the laser speckle acquisition system specific for plant status measurements together with data
processing algorithms were developed. In this paper, we report a new area based statistical method that
improves robustness of the data processing against disturbances from various sources. Water and light
responses of the laser speckle measurements from cabbage leaves taken by the developed apparatus are
exhibited via growth chamber experiments. Experimental evidence indicates that the properties of the laser
speckle patterns from a leaf are closely related to the physiological status of the leaf. This technology has
the potential to be robust, cost effective, and relatively inexpensive to scale.
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0 Introduction

The idea of monitoring the dynamic properties of
plant leaves via dynamic laser speckle analysis was
initially proposed and investigated in our previous
work [1], inspired by earlier reports [2-9] that the activity
of a leaf surface depends on its physiological
condition. The anatomical structure of a leaf is usually
studied with a microscope, requiring destruction of the
leaf or at least its separation from the plant. The laser
speckle based "leaf sensor" permits statistical "
observation" of micro鄄structural dynamics, (surface
activities) on a living leaf non鄄destructively. This is
not, as far as we are aware, achievable by any other
existing sensor.

The distribution of laser speckle intensity is
extremely sensitive to micro鄄motion of the scattering
centres in a sample. Activity levels of the sample can
be statistically quantified via dynamic analysis of the
intensity fluctuation over a sequence of speckle
images. This statistical method, known as dynamic
laser speckle analysis, has applications in the
measurement of sample activity of the viable materials[10]

such as plant seed activity analysis [ 11 ] , blood flow
detection[12-15], visualisation of tissue perfusion [16], burn
scar perfusion [17] and works of art [18]. Although
dynamic laser speckle analysis has been widely
investigated to measure sample activity, the use of this
technique for plant sensing remains challenging.
Specifically, influences of the laser speckle equipment
on the physiological conditions of the leaf itself need
to be minimised. This requires delicate design of the
speckle acquisition apparatus in addition to the use of
a specially developed data analysis algorithm. A
prototype apparatus, the design and implementation of
which were described in[19], ensures minimal influences
to leaf functions.

Current dynamic laser speckle analysis methods
are limited in effectiveness for the analysis of leaf
laser speckle for various reasons:

(1) The essential impossibility of control of the
natural environment in doing field experiments. As a
result data will inevitably contain artefacts resulting
from changes to the environmental conditions.

(2) The low reflectivity of plant leaf surfaces
forces a longer exposure time, resulting in more
ambient light being collected along with the relatively
low signal鄄to鄄noise ratio (SNR) laser speckle.

(3) Leaf activity appears to be significantly less
than other samples considered in the literature, such as
wet paint and seeds. Signal鄄to鄄ambient light ratios are
lower in this context than in the other cases
mentioned, and this may have more of an effect on
the other methods than on ours.

All existing techniques for dynamic laser speckle
analysis in the literature are based on statistics of
speckle intensity [10]. The larger the fluctuation of
speckle intensity, the higher the dynamics of speckle
intensity and the greater the causative micro鄄geometric
variations of the samples. In general, to produce
interference鄄free measurements using intensity based
statistical methods requires uniform laser illumination
and uniform reflectivity of the sample. In practice, a
wide laser beam with a uniform magnitude may only
be approximately obtained through a delicate optical
setup (for example, a beam expander). For biological
samples, in particular, surface reflectivity is non鄄
uniform and can vary over time. In addition, in a
field environment the intensity of laser speckle images
may contain laser鄄illumination unrelated changes
caused by the variability of solar radiation, even when
an interference filter is used. As a result, the activity
distribution of the sample calculated using intensity
based approaches can present significant difficulties. It
is crucial, then, to develop novel statistical methods
that provide consistent measures of activity under
complex and varying reflectivity and lighting
conditions. In the literature [20 -21], a wavelet based
entropy method WvEn for dynamic speckle analysis is
proposed and learning from data to extract the most
significant wavelets that correlate with the process
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under detection is discussed. This method is able to
emphasis the response of speckle dynamics to sample
activity, however, it is difficult to apply it to our
plant sensing application. As mentioned before, the
low signal鄄to鄄ambient light ratio makes it difficult to
choose a wavelet component that can guarantee
retention of the information from speckle dynamics
and consistently remove the influence of ambient light.

In order to address these issues, a normal vector
based dynamic laser speckle analysis technique was
proposed in Reference [22]. It differs from intensity鄄
based dynamic speckle analysis techniques in that (1)
the variation of local normal vectors (rather than
intensities) of speckle images forms the basis for
quantification of the activity of a sample; (2) statistics
in the normal vector space of speckle images enables
both temporal variation and local topography of
speckle intensity surfaces to be included in the
dynamic speckle statistics. In the proposed method,
the temporal maps of the directions of normalised
normal vectors across a sequence of laser speckle
images are considered as the activity statistics of a
sample. Computational procedures for obtaining the
temporal maps from a sequence of speckle images are
presented. The effectiveness and robustness of the
proposed method is demonstrated using a paint drying
experiment and an example of activity detection on a
plant leaf. Simulation examples presented in this
section show that the proposed method can work
robustly relative to a wide range of experimental
condition changes while the intensity based methods
cannot.

The combination of the prototype apparatus and
normal vector based processing methods forms a
prototype laser speckle based plant sensor, which is
used in the proof鄄of鄄concept experiments presented in
this paper. The principle of operation and the design
and implementation of the new laser speckle based
plant sensor are described in Section 2. A new area
vector based speckle analysis method is proposed in
Section 3. In order to validate the effectiveness of the

sensing method, the physiological responses of leaves
to changes in leaf water status and light are measured
at the leaf level in Sections 4. Finally, conclusions are
made in Section 5.

1 Method

Leaf water status is an important factor that
affects many of the physiological responses of a leaf.
Stomatal aperture, which controls CO2 entering a leaf,
depends on the water status of the leaf [3,23]. Stomatal
closure caused by water stress limits the source of
CO2 for photosynthesis and constrains photosynthetic
rate. Water is also one of the inputs to the light
reactions in photosynthesis. Light also significant
factors in photosynthesis and strongly affect stomatal
conductance. Photosynthesis rate and stomatal
conductance positively depend on photosynthetic active
radiation (PAR). Stomatal changes to the anatomical
structure[3,6-8,24] of a plant leaf arise when a plant deals
with variations of water and light conditions. The
laser speckle analysis technique has the potential to
detect these responses and, in turn, has the potential
to lead to a novel laser speckle based sensing
technique for measuring plant physiological responses.
1.1 Principle of operation

Plant leaves have evolved a range of strategies to
deal with abiotic factors. They can respond to changes
in such factors to avoid death or optimise growth to
some extent. The changes that may have an effect on
laser speckle patterns from the leaf include:

(1) Stomata aperture
Stomata open in the daytime in C3 plants. The

functional role of stomata is as an opening in the leaf
surface to permit atmospheric CO2 to diffuse into the
leaf. During the process of photosynthesis, the CO2

gas is fixed into carbohydrates (sugars) [25]. This is a
fundamental process in plants that allows them to
grow and store energy. Alonside the intake of CO2,
water vapour from within the plant can escape into the
atmosphere[26]. To reduce the effects of this dilemma,
known as the transpirational compromise [27], the plant
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can minimise the loss of water to the atmosphere by
continuously adjusting its stomata opening [23].
Quantification of the opening and closing of stomata
is obtainable through measurement of the stomata
aperture.

(2) Turgidity of epidermal and mesophyll cells
Leaf water potential is a measure of the "available

water" within a plant. As leaf water availability
reduces, the leaf water potential becomes more
negative [23], resulting leaf stress. Reductions in leaf
water potential result in reduced leaf cell turgidity [5],
and changes in turgidity of mesophyll and epidermal
cells can also directly affect guard cells and therefore
stomatal conductance. Experimental evidence shows
that leaf water potential is, in addition, dependent on
light and temperature [28]. Reductions to leaf cell
turgidity can cause cell division and cell expansion to
diminish. This in turn can negatively impact on plant
growth.

(3) Leaf temperature (transpiration cooling)
As a consequence of reduced stomatal aperture,

the process of increasing or limiting transpiration
cooling can impact leaf temperature. Leaf water status
and light also affect leaf temperature, and changes to
leaf temperature influence mesophyll shape.

(4) Water transportation
Plant water transportation occurs in xylem

vessels, a significant composite of veins. Water
deficiency reduces the intensity of water
transportation, and thereby reduces the micro鄄motion
of veins.

Changes in the anatomical structure of plant
leaves result in changes to their activity. In principle,
then, measurement of changes to leaf activity can
provide indicators of the plant physiological status.
This underpins the principle of using the dynamic
laser speckle analysis technique as a plant sensor.
1.2 Design and implementation of a prototype

apparatus
To validate the concept, a laser speckle imaging

system, built for laser speckle experiments on plant

leaves, was developed (see Figure 1). A laser diode,
operating at 650 nm, was placed in front of the
abaxial leaf surface to illuminate it, resulting in the
production of laser speckle patterns, registered by a
CCD digital camera (CCE-B013-U) with a 12 mm-
focal鄄length lens (M1214-MP). A control module was
built to synchronise the flash of the laser diode with
the strobe signal generated by the camera shutter. This
design eliminated unnecessary illumination and hence
reduced the influence of laser radiation on the status
of leaf samples. A computer linked to the control
module managed the entire speckle measurement
process. Consecutive speckle images were collected by
the computer and processed using the dynamic speckle
analysis algorithms newly developed.

Fig.1 A schematic of the laser speckle imaging system consisting

of a 650 nm laser diode, a CCD camera and a control

module, illustrating the region of laser illumination and

camera imaging on a leaf

In the current prototype, samples need to be held
firmly because of the responsiveness of laser speckle
to optical geometry, though not firmly enough to
affect the physiological response of the leaf, especially
when observations are over a long period.

Figure 2 illustrates the implementation of the
prototype sensor and how the leaf sample was
clamped on the sensor. The leaf clamp was built
using the gasket seals on the gas chamber of the
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LiCor -6400. The seals have been proven to be able
to maintain the health of the clamped leaf. The seals
were clamped by two magnets which provided enough
force to hold the leaf firmly without damaging it. The
magnet clamp made the installation of the leaf sample
extremely quick and easy, thus it reduced the
possibility of damaging the leaf during installation.
This leaf clamp unit was tested for a week, where the
clamped leaf was as healthy as a free leaf, and no
physical damage was observed visually. The leaf
clamp was held about 1 cm above the case to make
the boundary layer condition of a clamped leaf close
to that of other free leaves on the plant.

Fig.2 A view of the experimental plant and the leaf clamping

system on the laser speckle imaging apparatus placed

inside the chamber

2 Data processing enhancement

As discussed previously, existing dynamic laser
speckle analysis methods cannot be adopted to
measure activity of plant leaves. In our previous work[22],
a normal vector based statistical method for dynamic
speckle analysis is proposed. A fundamental difference
between current approaches and the normal vector
based approach for dynamic speckle analysis is that
the former are performed in the image intensity space
whereas the latter is in the normal vector space of
laser speckle images.

The underlying idea is the following:
(1) A measurement sequence for a fixed image

point should reflect the relative intensities between the
adjacent sample images and between that point and its

neighbouring points for every images.
(2) A time sequence of the local normal vectors

of a fixed image point satisfies the above measure鄄ment
requirement. In particular, the sequence of normal
vector directions are quantities that depend on the
corresponding relative intensities between adjacent
images and also carry the local topographic information
about the image point in the speckle surface.

(3) Similar statistical techniques to those used for
the intensity based methods may be used for the
normal vector based dynamic laser speckle analysis.
We expect to get more insights into the properties of
a time鄄varying sample via the proposed statistical
methods than via the intensity based methods.

The normal vector based dynamic laser speckle
analysis methods can address the statistics bias issue
caused by non鄄uniform reflectivity, non鄄uniform
illumination, and uncertain ambient light. However,
the processing result is subject to the accuracy of
local normals estimated from discrete speckle surfaces.
The normal vector voting method can accurately
estimate the local normals of a smooth discrete
surface, but the error increases as the coarseness of
the discrete surface increases. Thus the speckle images
are smoothed prior to estimating the normal vectors,
which extends processing time and consequently
impairs real鄄time performance.

In order to guarantee the smoothness of a speckle
surface, the aperture of the imaging system needs to
be adjusted according to the distance from the camera
to the sample and to the resolution of the camera.
This can result in a small aperture when a laser
speckle collection device with an ordinary optical
system(An ordinary optical system refers to an optical
set -up of a portable dimension and a camera of
ordinary resolution) is used, which reduces the spatial
resolution of activity measurement. In addition, when
the aperture is small, long exposure time and high
imaging sensor sensitivity are usually needed in order
to detect enough scattered laser light energy. Long
exposure time limits the application of the device for
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measuring very active samples, and high imaging
sensor sensitivity reduces the signal鄄to鄄noise ratio.

The normal vector based dynamic laser speckle
analysis methods are robust under complex lighting
conditions. This is because activity is quantified by
calculating the dynamics of the local topography
(Represented by local normals) of speckle images. In
this section, a new representation of the local
topography is proposed to address the coarseness issue
discussed previously. The new method is compared
with the normal vector based methods via processing
dynamic speckle images of small speckle size to
demonstrate the improvement, especially in processing
coarse speckle images.
2.1 Algorithm

The principle of the new representation method is
demonstrated in Figure 3. Figure 3 (a) displays the
neighbourhood system of the vertex 自i (the central
black round dot). The black grid denotes the pixel grid
of the image at the level of the intensity of the pixel
自i, where the closest eight neighbouring pixels {自j, j=
1,2, … ,8} of 自i are represented by the empty round
dots. This grid is called the imaging grid at 自i in the
rest of this section. The grey filled round dots {自j,int, j=
1,2, … ,8} denote the intensity of the neighbouring
pixels which along with 自i form a triangulated surface
illustrated by the more densely dashed lines.

Fig.3 Schematic of the construction of an area vector. (a) the

neighbouring system of 自i�and the triangulated mesh

surface formed by the intensity of 自i�and its neighbours.

(b) the procedure of mapping 自j, int to 自j,map in the imaging

grid at 自i. (c) the triangulated mesh surface constructed

by 自i�and the mappings of the intensity of its neighbours.

The areas of the triangles form a vector called the area vector

The intensities of the neighbouring vertices of 自i
are mapped to the imaging grid at 自i as shown in
Figure 3 (b). A point 自j′ is found in the segment
between 自i and 自j,int such that |自i自j |=|自i自j′ | . Then the
mapping of 自j,int to the imaging grid at 自i is defined by
the projection(自j,map) of 自j′ on 自i自j. The position of 自j,map
is determined by,

|自i自j,map|= |自i自j|2

|自j自j,int|2+|自i自j|2姨
(1)

自i and {自j,map, j=1,2,…,8} form a new triangulated surface
shown in Figure 3 (c). The areas of the eight triangles
produce an 8 -dimensional feature vector of the local
topography at 自i. This feature vector is called the area
vector. The degree of fluctuation of the area vector is
quantified as the activity at the point in a sample that
corresponds to 自i. The point鄄wise activity distribution of
a sample can be obtained by applying this process to
every pixel in a sequence of dynamic speckle images
from the sample. This method is named as the area
vector based dynamic speckle analysis method.

Similar with Reference [22], the weighted
generalised difference (WGD), approximated entropy
(ApEn), and sample entropy (SaEn) can be modified
to quantity the fluctuation of the area vector. ApEn,
and SaEn can be calculated given a distance function,
such as the absolute intensity difference in the
intensity based methods and the angle between two
normal vectors in the normal vector based methods. In
the area vector based methods, the distance function is
defined by,

D(Ak,Al)= ||Ak-Al||2

(||Ak||
2

2 +||Al||
2

2 )
1
d

(2)

where Ak is the area vector at frame k; ||·||2 stands for
the 2 -norm, d is a scale and speckle鄄size dependent
parameter. The WGD, ApEn, and SaEn of a sequence of
area vectors calculated using this distance function are
named as area vector based WGD(AVBGD), area vector
based ApEn (AVBApEn), and area vector based SaEn
(AVBSaEn), respectively.
2.2 Effect of speckle size on speckle statistics

The small鄄speckle鄄size dynamic speckle images
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taken from plant leaves are processed using both
normal vector based sample entropy (NVBSaEn) [22]

and AVBSaEn methods. The analysis results are
compared to demonstrate the improvements of the area
vector based methods in processing coarse speckle
images. Figure 4 shows one of the small鄄speckle鄄size
speckle images taken from a leaf. The activity
distributions of the leaf calculated using the normal
vector and area vector based algorithms are compared
in Figure 5. It is difficult to distinguish the veins from
the lamina in the distributions (Figure 5 (a)) computed
using the normal vector based methods. The statistics
of the normal vectors is severely disturbed by the
errors in the normal vectors estimated from coarse
speckle surfaces. Compared with the normal vector
based methods, the area vector based methods provide
more physiologically reasonable activity distributions
of the leaf. The main vein is the most active part of
the leaf area within the region of interest, and the
activity distributes nearly uniformly across it. The sub
veins are also distinguishable from the lamina. In
addition, the activity of the veins illustrates a positive
correlation with the thickness of the veins.

Fig.4 One of the small鄄speckle鄄size speckle images taken from a leaf

Fig.5 Comparison of normal vector and area based methods when

processing small鄄speckle鄄size speckle images. (a) the

processing results using the normal vector based methods.

(b) the processing results using the area vector based

methods. The normal vector based methods fail to detect the

veins because of the coarse discrete speckle surface. In contrast,

the area vector based methods deliver physiologically

reasonable distributions of the activity of the leaf

The distance function (Equation 2) defined for
the area vector based methods contains a scale and
speckle鄄size dependent parameter d. To date d needs
to be altered manually to obtain robust and consistent
results for different speckle sizes and intensity scales.
Further consideration and investigations are needed to
decide whether there is a universal method for
calculation of the dynamics of the area vectors, or if
there is a method to determine the optimal d
according to the size and scale of the speckle. In
addition, the speckle size of the experimental data in
the next section is large enough for normal vector
based methods. Hence at this stage, the experimental
data are still processed using the more universal
normal vector based methods.

3 Result

In this section the new plant sensing method
based on dynamic laser speckle analysis is validated
experimentally. In order to study one factor at a time
and isolate the impact of water deficiency on leaf
activity, it is necessary to minimise as many of these
effects as possible. The experiments were performed
in Conviron Controlled Environmental Cabinets,
CMP5000, BioLab, Industrial Technolo鄄gies, Australia
located at Dookie College, University of Melbourne.
The first experiment measures the extreme response of
leaf activity to leaf water content. The extreme light
response is investigated in the second experiment.
3.1 Measuring water response

The measurement of leaf water response using
dynamic laser speckle analysis has been reported in
our previous paper [19]. Thus the experiment scenario
and results are briefly described. Readers can refer to
Reference [19] for more details.
3.1.1 Experimental scenario

Two healthy leaves were selected from two
brassica oleracea(cabbage) plants two months post ger鄄
mination at the phenological stage of 8 -10 fully
expanded leaves were employed during this ex鄄
periment. The photosynthetically active radiation
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(PAR) was adjusted to 800 滋mol·m -2·s -1. The
temperature in the chamber was controlled to be 28±
0.5 ℃ . The relative humidity in the cabinet was
controlled to be 40%±2%.

The two plants were deprived of water until leaf
wilt was observed. Then 100 speckle pattern frames of
450 ×200 pixels each were recorded every 5 minutes
from two sample leaves (1 per plant) at 30 fps for 12 h.
At 12:10 pm, 3 h after the commencement of measure鄄
ments, the plant was watered sufficiently for it to
recover from water stress. This scenario can represent
and emphasis the impacts of water status of a leaf on
the activity of the leaf better. Comparing with
controlling a plant under development of water deficit,
irrigating a water stressed plant is a more sudden
stimulation to the water status of the leaves. This can
result in a significant response of leaf activity in a
shorter time. Although monitoring the activity of a
leaf during the development of water deficit is closer
to the future application of the sensor, it takes much
longer to observe the response of leaf activity. It is
very difficult to ensure that the leaf does not respond
to other impacts during the experiment even if in a
controlled growth cabinet. This can make the
experimental results difficult to be interpreted.
Inducing a leaf response in a short time reduces the
possibility of the leaf status being affected by other
factors. In the proof of concept perspective,
monitoring the leaf from wilted status to full hydration
is more appropriate.
3.1.2 Experimental results

Figure 6 shows the time evolution of average
vein activity of the first and the second leaf samples.
The average vein activity was summarised from the
results calculated using NVBSaEn over a vein area
which was determined from the optical image of the
leaf via the Hessian based tubular object extraction
algorithm[29]. The horizontal and vertical axes represent
the absolute time and degree of speckle dynamics
produced using different algorithms. The night
(including simulated sunrise and sunset) is indicated

by grey background. The watering time point is
marked using a vertical dashed line (magenta). In the
two replicates (leaves 1 and 2), the vein activity
increases gradually with the rise of leaf water content
in the first 5 h after being watered and reaches a
stable level as the leaf becoming water hydrated. Such
an observation agrees with the underpinning
physiological principle of a leaf.

Fig.6 Time evolution of the mean vein activity of the first leaf

(black line) and second leaf (gray line) evaluated

by NVBSaEn

3.2 Measuring light response
The physiological status of a leaf responds not

only to the water status of the leaf, but also to
weather conditions such as temperature, humidity,
wind speed, light, etc [3,25,30 -32]. It is reasonable to
hypothesise that activity of a leaf may also respond to
stimulations like light and temperature. However, it is
inappropriate to investigate these responses with
conventional intensity based dynamic laser speckle
analysis algorithms because they provide inconsistent
results under changing lighting conditions[22]. Thanks to
the development of the normal vector based methods
and when experimentation is conducted under
controlled environmental conditions in a growth
chamber, it is possible to study light and temperature
responses to leaf activity.

In these experiments, irrigation was frequent, and
water was available from soil to the plants throughout
the experimental period. Soil measurements were
collected periodically to confirm this observation. It
was assumed that plant water status was hydrated and
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the plant was not water stressed. No visual signs of
water stress were observed throughout the experiment.
Temperature and light were changed independently to
investigate how the activity of the leaves responded to
changes to temperature and light conditions.
Temperature was set via the temperature control
function of the growth chamber. Light was controlled
by toggling LED lamps on and off using a timer
switch circuit. The laser speckle images from the
leaves were recorded during fluctuations of
temperature and light, and analyzed using the normal
vector based dynamic laser speckle analysis methods.
The dependence of the activity of the leaf samples on
temperature and light conditions is illustrated and
discussed in the rest of this chapter.

Light is a significant input signal that affects leaf
physiological status [33]. The photons that reach the
chloroplast of plant leaves are a significant energy
source for photosynthesis and for opening stomata [31].
Generally speaking, the photosynthetic rate responds to
light fluctuations faster than the stomatal conductance
does [34 -37]. It is hypothesised that variation of the
photosynthetic rate and the stomatal conductance of a
leaf under a fluctuating lighting condition may result
in changes to the activity of the leaf. In order to
verify this hypothesis, a light response experiment was
implemented in the growth chamber. The temperature
in the chamber was maintained constantly. The LED
light sources were turned on and off at specified time
to create a fluctuating lighting condition.

In order to investigate the light鄄only impacts on
activity of a leaf, the temperature in the growth
chamber needs to be maintained during the
experiment. Although the growth chamber has a
temperature control function, ordinary light sources
emit both visible and infared radiation and
consequently strongly affect temperature. In this
experiment, LED lamps with cold operating tem鄄
perature were used as in the experiment conducted by
Chabrand et al [37]. to minimise the influence of the
light sources on temperature.

3.2.1 Experimental scenario
The temperature inside the chamber was

maintained at 23±0.5℃ during the experiment. Before
the experiment and in the first thirty minutes of the
experiment the LED lamps were off, and the plants
were in darkness, which is considered a severe light
stress situation for a C3 plant. Then the LED lamps
were toggled on and off every hour on three
occasions. The time evolution of the photosynthetic
active radiation (PAR) measured using SQ -110 is
shown by the dashed line in Figure 7. Three replicates
(three leaves from three individual brassica oleracea
(cabbage) plants) were measured every three minutes
under this treatment.

In this experiment the lighting condition was
manipulated in an extreme way. This allows the
observation of the most dramatic responses of leaf
activity to changes in light under the limited number
of LED lamps. As a proof of concept experiment this
scenario achieves the maximal signal (response to
changing light) to noise (response to unanticipated
factors) ratio.
3.2.2 Experimental results

The influence of changing lighting conditions on
vein activity is illustrated in Figure 7, where the
average activity of the veins responds strongly to
PAR. The sizes of the veins in the three replicates are
different (3 mm wide in leaf 1 and 3, and 1.8 mm
wide in leaf 2). The thicker vein shows a higher
activity. Thus the activity levels of the three replicates
are different while the trends are consistent.

We should mention that the light response of
vein activity is not an artefact caused by light from
the lamps. Conventional intensity based methods are
responsive to lighting conditions, which causes biased
and inconsistent results in a fluctuating lighting
situation. On the other hand, the normal vector based
dynamic speckle analysis methods ensure that the
measurements taken under different lighting conditions
are unbiased. In Figure 7, the activity increases or
decreases dramatically at the second measurement after

0902002-9
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the toggles of the lamps (indicated by the black dots)
but not at the first measurement right after the toggles
(indicated by the triangle dots). The activity levels
measured immediately after the toggles are at the
same level with those measured right before the
toggles (indicated by the black dots). The instant
changes of light did not affect the leaf activity im鄄
mediately. Hence the results represent the
physiological response of the activity of the leaf
samples to light but not artefacts caused by the light
from the lamps.

Fig.7 Time evolution of the mean vein activity of three living

leaves during instant increases and decreases of PAR

calculated using NVBSaEn. The horizontal axis represents

time since the commencement of the experiment; the left

vertical axis indicates vein activity assessed using different

algorithms; and the right vertical axis represents PAR

measured during the experiment. The full line is mean

vein activity, and dotted line is PAR

4 Conclusion

In this paper the effectiveness of a new laser
speckle based plant sensor was demonstrated. The
responses of activity of functioning leaves to changes
to water and light conditions were investigated by
growth chamber experiments. Experimental results
elucidated the potential to develop a new plant sensor
based on laser speckle analysis on plant leaves.
Several future works are needed to implement this
technology as a commercial low鄄cost plant sensor.
The sensing method needs to be tested on more
impact factors of plant physiological status, such as
temperature, CO2 concentration, relative humidity, etc.
The experiments in this paper tested the extreme
responses of plant leaves.

The sensing method needs to be further validated
under fine鄄grained changes in the impact factors of
plant physiological status. Further, the design and
implementation of the structure of the sensor need to
be improved for field deployment.
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